High-resolution calibration of seismically-induced lacustrine deposits with historical earthquake data in the Eastern Alps (Carinthia, Austria)
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ABSTRACT

Lake sediments are increasingly used to reconstruct recurrence intervals of large earthquakes - a prerequisite for the establishment of accurate seismic hazard models - because they can record strong seismic shaking as mass-transport deposits (MTDs), turbidites or sediment deformations and often reach back several thousands of years. To derive quantitative information on paleo-earthquake size, the sedimentary imprints need to be thoroughly calibrated with independent information on seismic shaking strength. A few calibration studies proposed scaling relationships between the shaking strength of historical earthquakes and the type and size of lacustrine sedimentary imprints. Due to incomprehensive lacustrine mapping or an insufficient record of documented earthquakes, however, rigorous testing of these scaling relationships is lacking. Here, we study the sedimentary infill of the past ~800 years in Wörthersee and Millstättersee, two large lakes in the Eastern Alps (Carinthia, Austria). These lakes have experienced five well-documented historical earthquakes with local seismic intensities ranging from V – IX (EMS-98 scale). We trace the sedimentary signatures (MTDs and turbidites) of these earthquakes based on a vast dataset of multibeam bathymetry, reflection seismic profiles and numerous precisely dated sediment cores. Seismic intensities as low as V½ are recorded as turbidites originating from deltaic slopes, while hemipelagic slopes can fail from intensities of VI onwards. In Wörthersee, earthquake-recording thresholds are highly dependent on the specific core locations due to local variations in slope characteristics (composition, length, and gradient) and transport distance to the core site. This highlights the potential for establishing multi-threshold paleoseismic records based on multiple coring sites in a single basin. In both lakes, exponential size-scaling relationships are inferred between seismic intensity and i) number or volume of mass-transport deposits and ii) the cumulative thickness of turbidites. Moreover, the relative turbidite presence increases linearly with seismic intensity, confirming the results from a previous study in Chilean lakes. Application of the obtained size-scaling relationships on the first major earthquake documented for Austria (1201 CE) suggests a magnitude of ~6.4 and an epicentre close to Millstätter See. This demonstrates that lake paleoseismology is a powerful tool to obtain quantitative information on the seismic intensity distribution of paleo-earthquakes.

1. Introduction

In intraplate settings characterized by slow deformation rates and migrating, episodic and spatially clustered seismicity, recurrence intervals of strong earthquakes (moment magnitude $M_w > 6$) typically exceed the short time span of instrumental and historical...
To constrain average recurrence intervals, recurrence patterns and maximum possible magnitudes of strong earthquakes needed to assess seismic hazards in these regions, the geoscientific community increasingly resorts to lakes as event archives. Lacustrine sediments can record strong seismic shaking as mass-transport deposits (MTDs), turbidites or sediment deformation structures and can form long, continuous and sensitive paleoseismic archives (e.g., Strasser et al., 2013; Kremer et al., 2017; Moernaut, 2020; and key references therein). Because an earthquake record which fails to provide information on seismic shaking strength or earthquake magnitude is of limited use, the sedimentary imprints need to be thoroughly calibrated with independent information on such earthquake parameters. The main approach consists of tracking the imprint of well-documented recent and historical earthquakes and applying this information on the prehistorical sediment record (Hibsch et al., 1997; Kremer et al., 2017; Moernaut et al., 2014). Other strategies include numerical modelling of deformation structures (Lu et al., 2020) or the evaluation of subaqueous slope stability conditions (Strasser et al., 2011). As lake systems provide a wide range of lithologies and morphologies and are located in different seismotectonic settings, site-specific approaches to identify and calibrate the sedimentary imprints are necessary. For example, large (>1 km²) and deep (>30 m) lakes typically present paleoseismic evidence related to subaqueous mass wasting (MTDs and turbidites; e.g., Schnellmann et al., 2002; Waldmann et al., 2008; Praet et al., 2017). Multiple event deposits on a single stratigraphic level suggest synchronicity of several slope failures, which has proven to be a strong argument for seismic triggering (“synchronicity criterion”; Schnellmann et al., 2002). Small and shallow lakes often exhibit more subtle earthquake signatures such as i) in situ sediment deformation structures (Monecke et al., 2006; Oswald et al., 2021b), ii) seiche-related resuspension of coastal sediments (Aşar et al., 2014) and iii) post-seismic changes in lake sediment geochemistry (Archer et al., 2019). To produce a specific imprint, seismic intensity must overcome a certain threshold: deltas can fail from intensities of V−V½ onwards (Moernaut et al., 2014; Van Daele et al., 2019), but may also be subject to spontaneous failure without external seismic trigger (Girardclos et al., 2007). Hemipelagic slopes are less sensitive to seismic shaking and generally fail at seismic intensities ≥ VI (Moernaut et al., 2014; Monecke et al., 2004; Van Daele et al., 2015; Wilhelm et al., 2016). Several other site-specific factors such as sedimentation rate might affect these threshold values (Wilhelm et al., 2016). In specific locations, such as in large Chilean piedmont lakes and Alaskan glacial lakes, it is inferred that also the relative presence and size of turbidites scales to seismic intensity and can thus be used to obtain information on seismic shaking strength of paleo-earthquakes (Moernaut et al., 2014; Molenar et al., 2021; Van Daele et al., 2019; 2015). Such quantitative data can be used to better constrain rupture location and extent (Howarth et al., 2016, 2021; Wils et al., 2020) and provides insights into recurrence patterns of different earthquake sizes (Moernaut et al., 2018), which are crucial input data for developing robust seismic hazard models.

Besides the Chilian and Alaskan case studies, no studies have evaluated whether the size of the lacustrine imprint can be used as a proxy for shaking strength. This was proposed for e.g. the volume of mass movements in terrestrial settings (Silva et al., 2015). Such size-scaling evaluation for the lacustrine realm requires i) a comprehensive basin-wide mapping and accurate dating of earthquake imprints and ii) multiple well-documented historical earthquakes that are sufficiently spaced in time and exhibited different intensities at the studied lake. Here, we study large lakes situated in the Eastern European Alps. Given the multiple basins in each lake that allow application of the synchronicity criterion, the presence of annually laminated sediments, and a well-known history of several strong earthquakes with varying intensities at the lake sites, these lakes constitute exceptional sites to meet above-mentioned criteria and advance lacustrine paleoseismology in intraplate settings.

2. Regional setting

2.1. Seismotectonic setting & historical earthquakes

The studied lakes Wörthersee and Millstätter See are situated in Carinthia (Austria), close to the border to Slovenia and Italy (Fig. 1). The seismotectonic regime is governed by ongoing plate convergence of ~2–3 mm/yr relative to the northward indentation and anticlockwise rotation of the Adriatic microplate (Sánchez et al., 2018). This process has been active since the Late Oligocene/Middle Miocene and caused the earthward extrusion of decoupled crustal blocks that originate from the Adriatic microplate (also called “Austroalpine units”), which was accommodated by low angle normal faults and major strike-slip fault systems (Ratschbacher et al., 1991) that border the study site (Fig. 1a): The Katschberg fault and the Mölltal fault in the west, the Mur–Mürz fault system in the north, the Gailtal fault zone in the east and the Periadriatic fault system in the south. Seismic activity along these faults indicates that the lateral extrusion is still ongoing, but moderate to strong earthquakes are rare (Fig. 1a; Reinecker and Lenhardt, 1999; Eder and Neubauer, 2000). The Periadriatic fault system merges with the seismically active Sava fault system in the east and separates the Eastern Alps from the Southern Alps (e.g. Kastelic et al., 2008). The Italian part of the Southern Alps (Friuli area) is characterized by south-directed thrusts (Castellarin and Cantelli, 2000). Towards the East, in the Dinaric system, dextral NW-SE striking faults are predominant (e.g. the Idrija fault, Fig. 1; Moulin et al., 2016). Although the major tectonic activity caused by the progressive motion of the Adriatic microplate dates to the Miocene and has shifted towards the Mediterranean (Brückl et al., 2010), the border region of Italy, Slovenia and Austria still is one of the tectonically most active part of the Alps (Priolo et al., 2005).

The earliest damaging earthquake reported in the studied region happened on May 4, 1201 Common Era (CE). Due to the sparse availability of historical reports, the epicentral location and intensity (I0) are unclear. In older literature (e.g. Toperczer and Trapp, 1950; Alexandre, 1990), an epicentre near Murau (1201b CE in Fig. 1a) and I0 of IX (Medvedev-Sponheuer-Karnik scale, MSK) are assumed. Upon a critical review of historical sources, Hammerl (1995, 2008) proposed an epicentre close to the Katschberg region in Carinthia (1201a CE in Fig. 1a). On January 25, 1348 CE, the strongest reported earthquake in the Alps hit the study area with a reconstructed moment magnitude (Mw) of ~7 and an I0 of IX-X (Mercalli-Cancani-Sieberg scale, MCS; Guidoboni et al., 2019). The epicentre location is still debated, ranging from the vicinity of Villach (therefore also called “Villach-Earthquake”; e.g. Guidoboni and Comastri, 2005a) to the Friuli region in Italy (1348b CE in Fig. 1a; e.g. Hammerl, 1994). Nevertheless, the local macroseismic intensities (I0) in the study area are well constrained (~IX-X near Villach and VII-IX near Wörthersee and Millstätter See, Fig. 1b; Stucchi et al., 2013). On March 26, 1511 CE, the study area was affected by a strong earthquake (Mw ~6.9, I0 IX) with an epicentre close to the Slovenian-Italian border. Reports on damage in Carinthia are sparse, but some sources describe heavy damage in Villach, hinting at I0 ~ VII-VIII (Fig. 1c; Camassi et al., 2011 and references therein). Another devastating earthquake occurred on December 04, 1690 CE (Mw ~6.5, I0 VIII-IX). Based on the distribution of intensity data points (IDPs), the epicentral area of this earthquake was estimated to a location about 5 km northwest of Villach.
Fig. 1. (a) General seismotectonic setting of the study area (simplified from Reinecker and Lenhardt, 1999; Schmid et al., 2004; Reiter et al., 2018). IF: Idrija fault, LFZ: Lavanttal fault zone, MF: Mölltal fault, MM: Mur-Mürz fault, SF: Sava fault, ZWD: Zwischenbergen-Wöltertal-Drau fault. Earthquake epicentres and magnitudes were compiled from SHEEC 1000–1899 (Stucchi et al., 2013), SHEEC 1900–2006 (Grünthal et al., 2013) and the Austrian earthquake catalogue (ZAMG, 2021). For the 1201 CE earthquake, two possible
The earthquake led to severe building damage in Millstatt (VII-VIII), Villach (IX) and Klagenfurt (VII-VIII) and caused several fatalities (Ambraesys, 1976; Delbrück, 2010). On December 25, 1857 CE, a smaller earthquake caused the collapse of a building and damaged houses about 3 km southwest of Velden am Wörthersee (Io VI-VII; $M_w$ ≈ 5.1 according to Stucchi et al., 2013; $M_L$ = 4.6 according to ZAMG, 2021). In Klagenfurt, this earthquake only caused minor shaking ($I = V$; Fig. 1e; see supplementary data 2). The most recent devastating earthquake in the broader region occurred on May 6, 1976 CE in Friuli, ~70 km south of Velden (Mw 5.9 and 6.1), this event (Mw of 6.4, Io X) caused almost 1000 fatalities, but only led to minor damage in the study area ($I = V$–VI; Fig. 1f; Terrulliani et al., 2018).

### 2.2. Setting of studied lakes

Wörthersee (46°38’N, 14°9’E; 439 m a.s.l.) and Millstätter See (46°48’N, 13°35’E; 588 m a.s.l.; See = German for lake) are lakes embedded into overdeepened troughs that were successively carved along pre-existing strike-slip faults and their auxiliary faults during Pleistocene glaciations (Anderle, 1977; Kahler, 1962; Pistonik et al., 1980; Reitner, 2005). After the onset of westward retreat of the Drau glacier at 18–19 ka BP (Reitner, 2007; Schuster et al., 2006), dead ice bodies hampered sedimentation in the valleys now occupied by the lakes (Reitner et al., 2005). Their ice-free surroundings quickly filled with fluvioglacial sediments in the form of Kame terraces and alluvial fans, damming the lake outflow after melting of the ice.

#### 2.2.1. Wörthersee

Wörthersee is the largest lake in Carinthia, covering 19.4 km² and draining a catchment area of 162 km². It is located within metamorphic crystalline units (mainly phyllites and mica-schists; Homann, 1962) and separated into three main basins by bedrock and/or moraine ridges (Fig. 2a): i) the western basin (up to ~84 m deep), stretching from Velden to Pörtschach; ii) the middle basin (~40 m), which is subdivided into 3 subbasins, stretching from Pörtschach to Reinfritz; and iii) the eastern basin (~72 m), subdivided into two subbasins, stretching from Reinfritz to Klagenfurt. The main inflow, the Reinfritzach (“Bach” = German for small river), has only a small mean discharge of 0.63 m³/s (Kärntner Institut für Seenforschung, 1992) and enters the lake in the eastern basin. It drains Keutschacher See, a small lake situated ~2.5 km upstream. Most other inflows are small streamlets entering the lake in the western basin. The lakes’ outflow in the east is a (nowadays) artificially regulated channel, the Glanfurt, situated in the east. With the artificial deepening and engineering of this outflow in 1770, the lakes’ water level dropped at least 1–2 m. Wörthersee is an intermittently meromictic/oligomictic lake. Generally, mixing only occurs to depths of 50–60 m in spring and autumn. Occasionally, however, the water column mixes down to the lake bottom (Reichmann et al., 2014). Therefore, the deepest parts of the western and eastern basins mostly lack oxygen, whereas the middle basin is permanently oxygenated. Since at least the 1960s, the deepest waters of Wörthersee were subject to enhanced oxygen depletion due to increased nutrient influx, accompanied by a lowering of water transparency (Kärntner Institut für Seenforschung, 1992). Especially in summertime, white turbid waters caused by authigenic calcite precipitation are common. The calcite accumulates in calm near-shore areas, leading to characteristic white lake marl banks. Most of the littoral zone (77%) is in a non-natural state due to shoreline reinforcement and the building of houses and jetties (Schulz et al., 2008). These construction works caused several coastal slope failures, especially in the western basin. Most MTDs visible in today’s bathymetry, however, resulted from seismic shaking during the 1348 CE earthquake (Daxer et al., 2020).

#### 2.2.2. Millstätter See

Millstätter See is the deepest (137 m) and second largest lake in Carinthia, covering an area of 13.3 km². The main inflow, the Riegerbach river (average discharge 3.2 m³/s; Kärntner Institut für Seenforschung, 1992), enters the lake in the south-east (Fig. 2c). It drains 188 km² of the total catchment area (285 km²), mainly consisting of mica-schist and paragneiss. The discharge of Riegerbach is generally highest in spring and early summer due to snowmelt (Schulz, 1971). All other relevant inflows enter the lake along its north-eastern shoreline, where they led to the formation of several fan systems, e.g. at Millstatt and Pesenthein. These fans protrude far into the lake and separate it into three main basins: the north-western basin (up to 106 m deep), the middle basin (122 m) and the south-eastern basin (137 m). The northwest-southeast elongated lake is bordered by steep (25–30°) lateral slopes. The outflow of the lake in the northwest drains the lake into the Drau valley. Due to its depth and wind-protected position in between mountain ridges, the water body of Millstätter See only mixes to depths of about 50 m during spring and autumn (Pifnedegg, 1933), leading to oxygen depletion throughout the basin deep. Similar to Wörthersee, eutrophication led to increased calcite precipitation and oxygen depletion in the deep basins during the 1960s and 1970s (Saml, 1976). In summertime, the summit basin of Millstätter See are often subject to storms and intense rainfall, occasionally causing the usually calm creeks to swell rapidly. In 1958 CE such an event led to severe debris flows and floods in Millstatt and Pesenthein, which destroyed 83 houses and 13 cars and caused seven casualties. Moreover, an estimated $3 \times 10^5$ m³ of debris flushed into the lake and parts of the shoreline collapsed (Schwarzl, 1971).

### 3. Methodology

#### 3.1. Macroseismic intensity of past earthquakes

To calibrate the lacustrine sediment archives with historically and instrumentally recorded earthquakes, we gathered information on macroseismic intensities at our lake sites from different sources. The majority of the data results from entries in the SHARE European Earthquake Catalogue (SHEEC; Stucchi et al., 2013). This community-driven archive supplies information about individual historical earthquakes by integration of different national databases. For most earthquakes considered in this study, the catalogue of strong earthquakes in Italy and in the Mediterranean (CFTiMed; Guidoboni et al., 2019) comprises the most comprehensive data. The different data sources provide macroseismic intensities either in the MCS, the MSK or the European Macroseismic Scale (EMS-98; Grünthal et al., 1998). Given that the scales are roughly equivalent to one another (Musson et al., 2010), no conversion is required for epicentres given in literature are plotted: close to the Katschberg fault (1201 CE a; Hammerl, 1995) and near Murau (1201 CE b; Alexandre, 1990). (b)-(f) Historically reported macroseismic intensity data points (IDPs; EMS-98 scale) of large earthquakes that affected the study area. IDPs for the 1348 CE and the 1690 CE earthquake are provided by the SHEEC 1000–1899 (Stucchi et al., 2013). To calculate possible macroseismic intensities at our lake sites for the 1511 CE event, the IDPs given by Camassi et al., (2011) were interpolated (Section 3.1, supplementary data 1). The intensities of the 1857 CE earthquake at the lake sites result from interpolation of IDPs derived from historical reports (supplementary data 2). The vast amount of IDPs for the 1767 CE earthquake is provided by Terrulliani et al. (2018).
Fig. 2. Bathymetric maps and representative seismic profiles of Wörthersee (a, b) and Millstätter See (c, d). Core locations are indicated as white (short hammer cores) and red (long Kullenberg cores) dots. The core labels (e.g. “17-04”) were abbreviated and do not include the lake-specific prefix (“WOER” for Wörthersee and “MI” for Millstätter See). Traces of all acquired acoustic seismic profiles are shown on the insets of Fig. 2a and c. A detailed description of the seismic stratigraphy of both lakes is given in supplementary data 3 & 4. 

(a) Bathymetric map of Wörthersee. (b) Seismic profile (8 kHz) from the deepest part of Wörthersee, perpendicular to the lake axis (see Fig. 2a for location). Five seismostratigraphic horizons of MTDs (event horizons, EH; labelled A-E) are present in the uppermost ~1.5 m. (c) Bathymetric map of Millstätter See. (d) Seismic profile (3.5 kHz) across the north-
the purpose of this study. Similar to previous studies concerning the calibration of lacustrine paleoseismic archives (e.g. Moernaut et al., 2014; Van Daele et al., 2015), we use the term “seismic intensity” as a measure of seismic shaking strength. To calibrate the sedimentary imprint accurately for different lake basins and to account for spatial variability of shaking strength, we used one-fourth fractions of an intensity degree.

For the 1348 CE earthquake, Guidoboni and Comastri (2005b) and Guidoboni et al. (2019) report an $I_h$ of VIII – IX at Reifnitz, located directly at the shore of Wörthersee. Given the broad distribution of IDPs around Wörthersee with $I_h > VIII$, we decided to attribute the intensity range of VIII – IX to all lake basins (Table 1). For Millstätter See, we use the value of an IDP ($VII – IX$) obtained less than 3 km southwest of the lake. For the 1511 CE event, the intensities in Carinthia are poorly constrained. A datapoint from Villach (VII–VIII) as well as several datapoints north of the study area (e.g. V–VI in Vienna) are available in literature (Camassi et al., 2011). We calculated possible intensities at our lake sites by interpolating the existing IDPs (Kriging interpolation). For locations in Germany, where the earthquake was felt, an $I_h$ of II–III was assumed. The resulting intensities are – VII to VII–IX at both lake sites. We also calculated intensities based on a local (Austrian) intensity prediction equation (IPE; Papi Isaba et al., 2020) and a Swiss IPE (Fäh et al., 2011), applied to the estimated epicentre location and magnitude of these events given by Stucchi et al. (2013) (see supplementary data 1). To account for epistemic uncertainties, we used a combination of both IPEs with equal weighting. Italian IPEs were not considered, because they are based on heterogeneous datasets from the Apennine and the Alps combined (e.g. Peruzzo, 1996; Albarello & D’Amico, 2004; Pasolini et al., 2008). As the distance from the estimated epicentre to both lakes is similar (~73 km to Wörthersee, 67 km to Millstätter See) this provides intensity ranges from VII–IX to VII–VIII for both lakes, thus encompassing the intensities provided by IDP-interpolation. To account for uncertainties caused by the scarcity of IDPs inside and north of the study area, we hereafter use the wider range of $I_h$ provided by the IPEs. The seismic intensities of the 1690 CE earthquake are well constrained in the study area: IDPs are available from Millstatt and Klagenfurt (VII–VIII; Stucchi et al., 2013). By interpolating linearly between an IDP close to Villach (VIII–IX) and the one in Klagenfurt, we derive slightly varying intensity ranges at the Wörthersee subbasins. For the 1857 CE event, a set of new IDPs was established by comprehensive investigation of historical reports (see supplementary data 2). For the recent 1976 CE earthquake, a vast amount of IDPs is available (Tertulliani et al., 2018).

3.2. Bathymetry and reflection-seismic data

On Wörthersee, a SeaBat T50-P multibeam echosounder in combination with an AsteRx-U MARINE GNSS Heading System was used to acquire bathymetric data in 2017. On Millstätter See, bathymetric data were acquired in 2019 using a Kongsberg EM2040 multibeam echosounder (300 kHz, 1” beam width). Positioning was carried out with a Leica GX 1230 GNSS receiver combined with real-time kinematic positioning service EPOSA (RTK, VRS). Bathymetric maps of 2 m (Wörthersee) or 1 m (Millstätter See) grid cell size were generated using QGIS software v. 3.4.15 (QGIS Development Team, 2018). To enhance visibility of morphological features, topographic openness (Yokoyama et al., 2002) was calculated in SAGA GIS (Conrad et al., 2015).

High-resolution reflection seismic data were acquired during several surveys between 2017 and 2019 using a 3.5 kHz Kongsberg Geopulse pinger source with a theoretical vertical resolution of ~10 cm. On Wörthersee, an Innomar SES-2000 light subbottom profiler (100 kHz primary frequency, 8 kHz secondary frequency) with a theoretical vertical resolution of ~5 cm was used as well. Positioning during seismic surveys was carried out with standalone GPS. The data were processed in the IHS Markit Kingdom (v. 2020) software. For the 3.5 kHz data, a bandpass filter with a lower cut of 2 kHz and an upper cut of 6 kHz was applied.

Bodies with basinward-thinning geometries and chaotic or irregular seismic facies were identified as MTDs following Sammartini et al. (2019). They are often overlain by homogenous, semi-transparent units with a ponding geometry. This seismic facies is attributed to megaturbidites sensu Schnellmann et al. (2006). Both landslide-related deposits (MTDs and megaturbidites) differ strongly from regular background sedimentation, which is characterized by continuous reflections. To recognise synchronous deposition of MTDs (within the limits of seismic resolution), their equivalent seismic-stratigraphic horizons were mapped over the lake basins. For inter-basin-correlation of seismic-stratigraphic horizons, correlation polygons were used and visually matched with the seismic-stratigraphic sequence. Time-to-depth conversion was carried out assuming a constant acoustic velocity of 1500 m/s for both water and sediment. In figures showing seismic profiles, two-way travel time (TW) of the seismic wave in milliseconds (ms) is given as well.

3.3. Sediment core analysis

Short (~1.5 m) sediment cores were taken during several surveys between 2017 and 2019 using a gravity corer with a manual percussion system. Long sediment cores (~11 m) in Millstätter See were retrieved in 2018 with a modified Kullenberg gravity piston coring system (Kelts et al., 1986) and cut into 1.5 m sections. On selected cores, X-ray computed tomography (CT) scans were carried out either on whole round (Wörthersee) or split sediment cores (Millstätter See) at the Medical University of Innsbruck, using a Siemens SOMATOM Definition AS (voxel size 0.2 $\times$ 0.2 $\times$ 0.3 mm). Sediment physical property data was acquired at the Austrian Core Facility (Institute of Geology, University of Innsbruck): $\gamma$-Density (5 mm resolution) and magnetic susceptibility (2–3 mm resolution) were measured with a GEOTEK Multi-Sensor Core Logger (MSCL) and a Bartington MS2E point sensor.

Grain size analysis was carried out using laser diffractometry (Malvern Mastersizer 3000) on bulk samples at varying sampling intervals. At the base of event deposits, sampling intervals down to 2 mm were chosen. For the intervals of thick event deposits (megaturbidites) considered $\neq$ homogeneous, samples were taken in intervals of 5–10 cm, depending on the overall thickness of the deposit. To aid sample disaggregation, ultrasonication of 40% was applied for 40 s.

For microfacies analyses and establishing high-resolution age models based on varve counting, sediment thin sections were prepared following the procedure described in e.g. Lamoureux (1994). Turbidite deposits were identified in the sediment cores and on thin sections based on their texture and composition (e.g. grading and/or generally homogeneous appearance, increased amount of detrital grains, large organic macro-remains) that contrast with the finely laminated background sediments (Sections
4.1.3 and 4.2.3). For thick (~30 cm or more) turbidites that are also mappable on seismic profiles, we use the term “megaturbidite” (cf. Bouma, 1987; Schnellmann et al., 2006).

3.4. Chronology

AMS radiocarbon measurements were performed on terrestrial organic macro-remains at the Ion beam Physics Laboratory of ETH Zürich and calibrated using the IntCal20 calibration curve (Reimer et al., 2020).

Short-lived radionuclide activity ($^{210}$Pb and $^{137}$Cs) was measured at Eawag Dübendorf, Switzerland, using CANBERRA and Princeton Gamma-Tech germanium well detectors. To assess recent sedimentation rates and date the uppermost sediments, a constant flux/constant sedimentation (CFS) model was used in the R package serac (Bruel and Sabatier, 2020). All samples were collected from background sediment (i.e. finely laminated sediment) and intervals of remobilized sediment (turbidite deposits >1 mm) were omitted.

After testing the finely laminated sediment sections for being seasonal (see Sections 4.1.2 and 4.2.2), varve counting (e.g. Zolitschka et al., 2015) was carried out on thin sections using both plane- and cross-polarized light. Introducing colour contrast to polarized images with a red tint plate (gypsum) generally proved to be useful for varve recognition. Each thin section was subdivided into subsections of typically 2–5 cm length, bordered by easily recognizable markers (e.g. detrital layers). These subsections were then counted at least 3 times, visually integrating over the whole width of the thin section to circumvent potential varve disturbances. For the final age–depth-model, the average of the counts was retained. The relative counting errors are given as the standard deviation (1σ if not stated otherwise) of the multiple counts, giving a measure for the precision of the varve chronology. To detect chronological errors due to internal disturbances (e.g. possible hiatuses in case of erosion at the base of turbidites), varve counts were performed on several cores from the same basin (Wörthersee) and/or verified by radionuclide ($^{14}$C, $^{210}$Pb and $^{137}$Cs) dating.

In intervals with insufficient varve preservation (mainly due to lower sedimentation rates), the varve age model was extended by interpolation between the lowest counted varve and the following absolute age to cover the time interval presented in this study. Where $^{14}$C-ages were available, the varve counting uncertainty was interpolated between the uncertainty of the lowest counted varve to the 95% range of the following calibrated $^{14}$C date.

4. Results

4.1. Wörthersee

4.1.1. Seismic-stratigraphic event horizons

The general seismic stratigraphy of Wörthersee consists of two main seismic units (SUs; Daxer et al., 2020). In both SUs, the regular sedimentation, indicated by continuous parallel reflections, is interrupted by MTDs. These MTDs are assigned to distinct event-stratigraphic horizons (EH). The three most prominent EHs, the two younger of which (EH-A and EH-E in Fig. 2b) are within in the scope of this study, were already described and dated by Daxer et al. (2020). Based on the high vertical resolution (~5 cm) of the 8 kHz data, we were able to map three additional EHs that comprise either multiple (EH-B & EH-C) or single (EH-D) MTDs. A ~50 cm thick megaturbidite that covers most of the western basin is associated with the MTDs of EH-E (Fig. 2b). A detailed description of the seismic stratigraphy is provided in supplementary data 3.

4.1.2. General lithology and chronology

In the western and the eastern basin, the uppermost 2 m of the sedimentary succession (corresponding to the scope of this study) consist of annually laminated sediments (varves), as confirmed by independent short-lived radionuclide ($^{210}$Pb, $^{137}$Cs) and radiocarbon dating (Fig. 3a, b, c). In the middle basin, laminated sediments are restricted to the uppermost ~10 cm of the succession. Based on presence/absence of laminations and varve composition/preservation, the sediments can be divided into five different lithotypes (LTs). LTs Ia, Ib and Ic are well to faintly laminated (at least on a microscopic level), whereas LTs IIa and IIb lack laminae. The annual sediment couplets of LT Ia are 0.5–1 mm thick (Fig. 3b). They consist of a bright lamina of abundant authigenic calcite deposited in early summer, and a darker lamina of diatoms and amorphous organic matter deposited in fall (Fig. 3d). In LT Ib, varve thicknesses are in the range of 0.3–1 mm. The main components of the summer/fall layers of LT Ib are amorphous organic matter, diatoms, and interspersed clastic material, while authigenic calcite is relatively sparse (Fig. 3d). The winter layers of LT Ib are characterized by bright lamina of fine silt — to clay-sized minerals. Organic-rich varves are also present in LT Ic, but the laminae are often distorted and thinner (0.1–0.4 mm) than in LT Ib.

LT Ia and LT Ib are non-laminated sediments only present in cores from the middle basin and the shallower parts of the eastern basin. LT Ia is homogeneously dark in appearance and mainly consisting of fine-grained mud with abundant organic macro-remains and amorphous organic matter (Fig. 3c). The bright macroscopic appearance of LT Ib is caused by high amounts of authigenic calcite, similar to LT Ia, but lacking distinct laminations.

The well-preserved varves of LT Ia and Ib allowed the construction of independent age–depth models for the uppermost ~50 cm in several cores from the western and eastern basin (Fig. 3a, b, c). Relative counting errors are in the range of 3–5% (1σ). In LT Ia, counting could also be performed by the unaided eye on high-resolution core images (Fig. 3b). In LT Ic, counting on sediment thin sections was partly possible, but errors are generally higher (~10%) due to poor varve preservation. The average background sedimentation rates are 1.35 mm/yr in LT Ia, 0.65 mm/yr in LT Ib and 0.4–0.5 mm/yr in LT Ic. The low sedimentation rate of the non-laminated LT Ia could be constrained to <0.25 mm/yr by core-to-core correlation (Fig. 3c and supplementary data 5 & 6).

The regular background sedimentation is frequently interrupted
Fig. 3. Lithology and age-depth models of Wörthersee sediment cores. (a) The age-depth models from the western basin suggest that the major earthquakes are archived in the sedimentary record as cm-to dm-scale turbidites. (b) The well-laminated sediments of lithotype (LT) Ia in core WOER17-24 allow varve counting by the unaided eye. The turbidite at
by mm-to dm-scaled turbidites. In the western basin, the thickest turbidites date to \(2013 \pm 0, 1989 \pm 1, 1976 \pm 1, 1853 \pm 6, 1704 \pm 12, 1611 \pm 15, 1515 \pm 16, \) and \(1364 \pm 22 \) CE. In the eastern basin (core WOER18-L9-SC), two outstanding turbidites date to \(1705 \pm 4 \) and \(1359 \pm 57 \) CE, while a thin (0.6 cm) turbidite has a varve age of \(1515 \pm 9 \) CE. In the middle basin (core WOER17-06), only one cm-scale turbidite is present in the uppermost 50 cm of the sedimentary succession. Correlation to core WOER18-L9-SC suggests that this turbidite is time-equivalent to the turbidite dated to \(1359 \pm 57 \) CE (Fig. 3c; see also Section 4.1.4 and supplementary data 6). The two most recent turbidites (2013 and 1989 \( \pm 1 \) CE correspond to seismostratigraphic EH-A and originated from human-induced landslides; Daxer et al., 2020).

### 4.1.3. Types of turbidites

Based on colour, magnetic susceptibility, grain-size characteristics and microfacies, we discriminate three types of lacustrine turbidites in Wörthersee: calcite-rich turbidites (turbidite Wörthersee 1, TW1), clastic-organic-rich turbidites (TW2), and megaturbidites. Thickness, grain size distribution and macroscopic appearance of single turbidites are dependent on the coring site in relation to the sediment source. We therefore distinguish proximal and distal deposits for TW1 and TW2 (see section 4.1.4 for details on source and transport direction of deposits). Proximal TWs are deposited close to their causative landslide/MTD and therefore relatively thick (\(>3\) cm). The deposition of distal TWs occurs at a comparatively long distance from the associated mass movement, leading to rather thin (\(<1\) cm) turbidites.

Calcite-rich TW1s are characterized by high reflectivity and lower magnetic susceptibility than the background sedimentation. The base of proximal TW1s consists of fine sand and gradually fines into a homogeneous silty top. Distal TW1s are homogeneous throughout the whole turbidite and consist of very coarse silt (Fig. 4). Large organic macro-remains (leaves and needles) and fragments of gastropod shells are common in the basal part of proximal TW1s. The bright colour and low magnetic susceptibility are due to abundant authigenic calcite.

Clastic-organic-rich TW2s show magnetic susceptibilities higher or similar to the background sediment due to varying amounts of siliciclastic mineral grains (quartz, mica, feldspar). In proximal TW2s, sand-sized particles and considerable amounts of organic remains are visible macroscopically. The microfacies of distal TW2s is either dominated by clastic, silt-sized grains with a slight upward-fining trend or a mixture of amorphous organic matter and calcite-rich background sediment. Other than in TW1s, however, calcite is not the major constituent, resulting in dark-coloured turbidites.

The only megaturbidite present in the studied interval of Wörthersee is attributed to the 1348 CE earthquake (Daxer et al., 2020, Figs. 3 and 4). It is considerably thicker (up to \(-30\) cm) than TW1s and TW2s and consists of a coarse-grained (silt to sand) base and a thick, homogeneous interval of silt on top. The composition of the megaturbidite base resembles that of TW1s and often shows macroscopically visible fluctuations in colour and grain-size, indicating amalgamation of several individually triggered turbidites. Amalgamation of turbidity currents also occurred during the deposition of the TW2s dated to \(1853 \pm 6 \) and \(1704 \pm 12 \) CE (Fig. 4). These TW2s are composed of a succession of individual turbidites that differ in the amount of detrital grains, organic matter and/or authigenic calcite.

#### 4.1.4. Core-to-core and core-to-seismic correlation

The distinct changes of lithotypes, variations in magnetic susceptibility and turbidites as marker layers allow accurate core-to-core correlations (Fig. 5, supplementary data 5 & 6). The inter-basin correlations are further corroborated by the age-depth models and radiocarbon ages (Figs. 3 and 5). For the events of \(1364 \pm 22, 1515 \pm 16 \) and \(1704 \pm 12 \), turbidites are present in both the western and the eastern basin, while the events of \(1853 \pm 6 \) and \(1976 \pm 1 \) only left their traces in the western basin.

The core-to-seismic correlation in Wörthersee is mainly based on the megaturbidites of EH-E, which correspond to the \(-30\) cm thick turbidite of the event dated to \(1364 \pm 22 \) CE as well as spatial considerations of smaller-scale turbidites. Proximal turbidites are relatively thick and coarse-grained, thus differing strongly in density from the surrounding background sediment. Distal turbidites, however, are thin and fine-grained, and density contrasts therefore are small. In the seismic data, the seismostratigraphic horizons show high-amplitude reflections close to the respective MTDs that fade out distally. This allows for a reliable attribution of mapped MTDs to the well-dated turbidites in the sediment cores. The resulting correlation indicates that (i) EH-A corresponds to the event deposits dated to 2013 and 1989 \( \pm 1 \) CE, respectively, (ii) EH-B corresponds to the turbidites dated to \(1354 \pm 6 \) CE, (iii) EH-C corresponds to the turbidites dated to \(1704 \pm 12 \) (western basin) and \(1705 \pm 4 \) (eastern basin) and (iv) EH-D corresponds to the turbidites dated to \(1515 \pm 16 \) (western basin) and \(1515 \pm 9 \) (eastern basin), respectively. A detailed seismic-to-core correlation is provided in supplementary data 7.

#### 4.2. Millstätter See

##### 4.2.1. Seismostratigraphic event horizons

In the uppermost 5 m of the seismostratigraphic succession of Millstätter See, five horizons (labelled A-E) of mass-transport deposits are present (Fig. 2d). All these event horizons comprise at least two MTDs. The MTDs of EH-D reach maximum thicknesses of 11 m and are overlain by an up to \(-140\) cm (1.8 ms) thick mega-turbidite that covers all basin depocenters (Fig. 2d). A detailed description of the seismic stratigraphy is provided in supplementary data 4.

##### 4.2.2. General lithology and chronology

Throughout the whole cored interval, the background sediments of Millstätter See are laminated on a mm to sub-mm scale. The annual character of the laminations is confirmed by short-lived radionuclide and radiocarbon dating (Fig. 6). The period of eutrophication in the \(-1960s\) is reflected in increased calcite contents, leading to brighter colours at \(-10\) cm core depth. A typical varve consists of a brown, organic rich summer layer and a bright winter layer of fine silt-to clay-sized particles (Fig. 6b). The summer layers often show an enhanced amount of detrital minergenic content, which is attributed to high runoff events during spring snowmelt and local summer storms. Depending on the amount and thickness of these detrital intervals, varve thickness varies strongly. At the transition from summer to winter layers, a high number of centric diatoms is often present.

The continuously varved record of Millstätter See allows the
construction of a highly precise age-depth model (Fig. 6a). Because core handling disturbances due to high amounts of pore-water prohibited varve counting on thin sections in the uppermost ~10 cm, the varve-based age-depth model was tied to the nuclear weapon test peak in the 137Cs profile. This introduces some additional uncertainty (±3 years) in the otherwise very precise age-depth model (<2% relative counting error). The age depth model confirms very stable background sedimentation rates of 1.5 mm/yr throughout the cored interval. The overall sedimentation rates in the last ~600 years are almost twice as high as in Wörthersee due to numerous (sub)mm-scale detrital layers. The two most prominent turbidites in core MI17-04 date to 1686 ± 8 and 1350 ± 10 CE.

4.2.3. Types of turbidites

The turbidites of Millstätter See can be separated into four main types: lacustrine turbidites with a composition equal to background sediments (TM1), lacustrine turbidites with a clastic-organic composition (TM2), mixtures thereof (TM1/2) and megaturbidites.

The only TM1 in core MI17-04 dates to 1686 ± 8. It is 6 cm thick and shows magnetic susceptibility values comparable to background sediment (Fig. 7). It is composed of three units: a fine-grained basal unit (~1 cm thick), a slightly coarser middle unit (~4 cm thick) and a small, very bright top unit consisting of fine silt. The basal unit and the middle unit can also be distinguished in the microfacies: the basal unit consists of background sediments (diatoms, fine-grained detrital clastics) and interspersed organic matter. In the middle unit, distinct yellow sediment aggregates consisting of diatoms and silt-sized particles (typical of winter laminae) are dominant, while organic matter is scarce. This separation of units and the overall turbidite composition suggest amalgamation of turbidity currents with different hemipelagic sources.

Clastic-organic turbidites (TM2; Fig. 7) show a coarse sandy base overlain by a finer, homogeneous, or fining upward interval. Especially in areas close to the alluvial fans, TM2s are very coarse grained. Compared to TM1s, the amount of organic matter and minerogenic particles (especially mica) is higher, whereas

Fig. 4. Types of turbidites in Wörthersee. Based on their composition and thickness, we discriminate three types of turbidites: calcitic turbidites (TW1), organic-clastic turbidites (TW2) and megaturbidites. TW1s are characterized by macroscopically bright colours and low magnetic susceptibility due to high authigenic calcite content (ca in microscopical image) and diatoms (d). TW2s are rich in organic matter (o) and minerogenic grains (m) and therefore show large fluctuations in magnetic susceptibility and grain size. Megaturbidites are characterized by a coarse-grained base and a mixture of minerogenic grains, authigenic calcite and organic matter. The white vertical bars correspond to 1 cm. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
background sediment patches are absent or subordinate. This is also reflected in higher and/or strongly fluctuating magnetic susceptibility values. TM2s with a coarse-grained base and a gradual fining upward trend are often stacked on top of each other.

While most turbidites correspond to type TM2, some turbidites show a mixed composition consisting of mineral grains, organic matter, and background sediment patches (TM1/2). Depending on the relative amounts of these constituents, magnetic susceptibility is highly variable. One of these “mixed” turbidites in core MI17-04 dates to 1517 ± 9 CE and sticks out from all other small-scale (<5 cm) turbidites, because it shows amalgamation of two individual turbidites (Fig. 7). The lower turbidite mainly consists of yellowish background-sediment patches and minerogenic particles. The base of the upper turbidite is characterized by an almost

Fig. 5. Correlation of sediment cores from Wörthersee. A correlation of all short sediment cores is provided in supplementary data 5 & 6.
purely minerogenic composition, leading to higher CT-densities (red arrow in Fig. 7).

Similar to Wörthersee, the fourth type of turbidites differs strongly from TM1s and TM2s in terms of thickness. The only megaturbidite in the sediment cores of Millstätter See is up to ~2 m thick and dates to 1350 ± 10 (Fig. 8). It consists of a multi-pulsed (amalgamated) coarse-grained base, a homogeneous middle part resembling TM1s in composition and comprising most of the turbidite, and a white clay-cap (Fig. 7).

4.2.4. Core-to-core and core-to-seismic correlation

The major turbidites in Millstätter See can be traced over the lake basins by accurate core-to-core correlation (Fig. 8; supplementary data 8). The megaturbidite of 1350 ± 10, which corresponds to EH-D, is the main link between seismic and sediment core data. The resulting correlation (supplementary data 9 & 10), which is also based on the relative stratigraphic position and the spatial distribution of turbidites (see chapter 5.1.2), shows that (i) the turbidite dated to 1958 ± 4 CE can be reliably linked to at least two MTDs of EH-A, (ii) EH-B corresponds to the turbidites of 1686 ± 8 CE, (iii) EH-C corresponds to the turbidites dated to 1517 ± 9 CE and (iv) EH-E corresponds to turbidites dated to ~1350–1100 CE by radiocarbon dating (Fig. 8).

5. Discussion

5.1. Assessing the lacustrine imprint of earthquakes

5.1.1. Turbidite composition and potential triggering mechanisms

In Wörthersee and Millstätter See, turbidites with a dominant (TW1s, TM1s and megaturbidites) or partly (TM1/2s) lake-internal composition can be distinguished from turbidites with a high amount of terrestrial components (TW2 and TM2). TW1s mainly consist of gastropod shells and authigenic calcite, indicating that the source area of these turbidites are low energy littoral environments with minor alluvial influence (cf. Valero-Garcés et al., 2014). The composition of TM1s (diatoms and fine-grained clastic components) corresponds to background sediments in Millstätter See that are deposited far from alluvial fans, e.g. on hemipelagic slopes and in the basin flats. We therefore interpret TW1s, TM1s, TM1/2s and megaturbidites to be related to landslides originating from non-deltaic sublacustrine slopes. Failure of these lateral slopes is usually caused by an external triggering mechanism, such as an earthquake or human-induced loading along the shoreline (cf. Sammartini et al., 2019). TW2s and TM2s, on the other hand, are rich in macro-organic matter and coarse-grained minerogenic components that reflect catchment lithology, indicating that the source of these turbidites is close to river inflows. Possible
processes leading to TW2s and TM2s include (subaqueous) slope failures of alluvial fans and deltas, or debris flows and floods. Due to small and vegetated catchment areas and gentle topography, fluviatile sediment transport entering Wörthersee is small even during high runoff events. Moreover, sediment transport via the largest inflow (the Reifnitzbach, entering the eastern basin) is limited because an upstream lake (Keutschacher See) can act as a sediment trap. Small-scale TW2s (clastic-organic rich turbidites) are frequently present in front of inflows (e.g. in core WOER17-22; Fig. 5), indicating that minor floods only cause thin (<1 cm) turbidites in the record of Wörthersee. More prominent TW2s are therefore most likely related to the failure of subaqueous slopes within the influence of river inflows. In Millstätter See, we expect that prominent TM2s can also be caused by fluviatile processes, because the relatively large catchment area exhibits steep slopes of easily erodible mica schists and the sediment influx during heavy precipitation events is therefore potentially high. Analogous to hemipelagic slopes, alluvial fans and deltas tend to fail due to earthquake shaking (Moernaut, 2020), but also spontaneous collapses (Girardclos et al., 2007; Hilbe and Anselmetti, 2014) or flood-related failure (Vandekerkhove et al., 2020) has been reported in a few cases.

5.1.2. Attributing event layers to historical earthquake events and assessing their imprint

In lacustrine paleoseismic studies, seismic origin of turbidites and their causative landslides is often inferred via the synchronicity criterion, which is based on the assumption that simultaneous failure of several slopes in a lake requires a regional triggering mechanism, i.e. earthquake shaking (Hubert-Ferrari et al., 2020;
Synchronous landsliding can be archived in the sedimentary record as i) multiple MTDs on a single seismostratigraphic level (Schnellmann et al., 2002), ii) amalgamated turbidites (Van Daele et al., 2017) and iii) correlating turbidites in different lake basins or depositional areas (DA; e.g. Howarth et al., 2021; Moernaut et al., 2014). DAs are defined as physically connected areas in a lake where a similar earthquake imprint is expected (following Van Daele et al., 2015; see Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 for location of DAs).

In Wörthersee, the turbidites dated to 1976 ± 1, 1853 ± 6, 1704 ± 12, 1515 ± 16 and 1364 ± 22 are the only ones that can be traced over several depositional areas or even lake basins (Figs. 5 and 9). MTDs were mapped for all these events except for 1976 ± 1 CE. Furthermore, amalgamated turbidites are present for the events of 1853 ± 6, 1704 ± 12 and 1364 ± 22. The spatial distribution of turbidite thickness and grain-size of the event deposits further corroborates core-to-seismic correlation and proves the landslide origin of these turbidites: the further the turbidite is located from its causative landslide, the smaller the turbidite and its maximum grain-size.

In Millstätter See, many turbidites can be correlated across the depositional areas (Fig. 8). Here, the synchronicity criterion cannot be applied in a straightforward manner, because also a large-scale precipitation event along the north-eastern shore of Millstätter See might lead to the deposition of a TM2 in several depositional areas. To infer a seismic trigger of event deposits, it is therefore important to also take the associated mappable landslides and turbidite composition into account. Multiple MTDs are present for the events of 1958 ± 4, 1686 ± 8, 1517 ± 9, 1350 ± 10 and ~1350 ± 1100 CE (Fig. 10). Amalgamated turbidites and/or turbidites with a lake-internal composition are present for the events of 1686 ± 8, 1517 ± 9, 1350 ± 10 and ~1350 ± 1100 CE.

Based on their sedimentological characteristics, spatial distribution and the temporal correlation, the event deposits dated to 1976 ± 1, 1853 ± 6, 1704 ± 12, 1686 ± 8, 1517 ± 9, 1350 ± 10 and ~1350 ± 1100 CE can be reliably attributed to the historical earthquakes of 1976, 1857, 1511 and 1348, respectively (Tables 2 and 3). Because of its lake-internal composition and multiple mapped MTDs, we attribute the less precisely dated turbidite of ~1350 ± 1100 CE to the earthquake of 1201 CE. The event deposits dated to 1958 ± 4 CE in Millstätter See, which have a pure TM2 composition and are therefore distinctly different from the

![Fig. 8. Correlation of sediment cores from the four main basins of Millstätter See. (a) Correlation of the uppermost ~140 cm and correlation of short-to-long cores. For core MI18-L9, the uppermost 1.7 m were cropped for reasons of visibility. The whole studied interval of core MI18-L9 as well its seismic-to-core-correlation is given in supplementary data 10. (b) In all lake basins, the event of 1350 ± 10 CE is recorded either as an MTD or a megaturbidite. Note that the depth-scale differs from Fig. 8a.](image-url)
Fig. 9. Spatial imprint of synchronous event deposits in Wörthersee, corresponding to the main earthquakes, and site-specific earthquake-recording thresholds. Individual subaqueous slope failures are denoted by arrows. Grey arrows indicate slope failures that could not be mapped in the bathymetric or seismic data but are inferred from the presence of
turbidites related to earthquakes, are the result of debris flows and subsequent delta failures following intense precipitation (Schwarzl, 1971).

A detailed description of the earthquake imprints is given in supplementary data 11.

5.1.3. Challenges in assessing the lacustrine imprint of earthquakes

Especially in areas with multiple landsliding (e.g. in the westernmost part of Wörthersee), mapping of individual landslides is hampered due to limits in seismic penetration and overprinting of MTD by subsequent events. Overprinting also applies to mapping of individual failure scars in the bathymetric map, for which we counted the number of failure scars that are separated by unfailed slope areas (Figs. 9 and 10). Therefore, an under- or over-estimation of event volumes and number of slope failures may occur in certain lake areas. However, most of the mapped MTDs are clearly single landslide events and can be reliably mapped within the limits of seismic resolution.

Small errors are introduced into the varve record by missing, disturbed or overcounted varves. In Wörthersee, some lithofacies show very thin varves that can remain undetected. To evaluate and reduce varve counting uncertainties, independent and repeated varve counts on different cores were conducted. In Millstätter See, where sedimentation rates are generally high and varve preservation is exceptionally good, varve counting on a single core is sufficient to establish a precise age-depth-model. This age-depth model was projected to cores of different basins using the general patterns of turbidite deposition and background-sedimentation variations (whitish, diatom-rich layers). However, multiple flood-induced pulses in a single varve complicate identification of varve-year boundaries and could lead to an overestimation of the varve age. Therefore, the presented uncertainty on the varve chronologies (Figs. 3 and 6; Table 2) is a measure of the methodological precision and does not represent chronological accuracy. This could explain the minor offset between the age of the 1690 CE earthquake and the uncertainty range (1σ) of its corresponding varve age in Wörthersee (1704 ± 12 CE). The ages of all other historical earthquakes that were linked to turbidites fall within the 1σ uncertainty ranges of the varve ages.

5.2. Quantitative paleoseismology

5.2.1. Earthquake-recording thresholds and site-dependency

The main historical earthquakes of 1348 CE, 1511 CE and 1690 CE are recorded as multiple MTDs and turbidites in the sedimentary infill of both Wörthersee and Millstätter See (Tables 2 and 3). Depending on earthquake magnitude and epicentre distance to the lake, local seismic intensities at these lakes range between VI/7 to IX. In contrast, the 1857 CE and 1976 CE Friuli earthquakes, which exhibited seismic intensities of V-VI in the study area, are only recorded in the western basin of Wörthersee as rather thin and local turbidites.

From the spatial distribution of turbidites and MTDs triggered by the documented earthquakes, we derive site-specific earthquake-recording thresholds (EQRTs; Figs. 9g and 10g). For most of the coring sites, these thresholds are intrinsically consistent, meaning that if an earthquake exhibiting a certain local intensity is recorded, seismic shaking of higher intensities are recorded as well. Only in the deepest part of the Western basin in Wörthersee this does not hold true, as the 1511 CE event (intensity VI/7 - VII/4) is present in the sedimentary archive as a minor turbidite, but the 1690 CE event (intensity VII/2 - VIII/3) is absent. This suggests that the EQRT is an intensity range rather than a single value.

For deltaic slopes, the EQRT in the western basin of Wörthersee can be as low as V/4, whereas for hemipelagic slopes, this threshold ranges between VI-VII (Fig. 9g). In Millstätter See, turbidity currents on hemipelagic slopes are induced from intensity of VII onwards (Fig. 10g). Failure of deltaic slopes from intensities of V/4 and of hemipelagic slopes from VI-VII onwards is in agreement with findings from multi-core studies of recent and historical earthquakes in Chile (Moernaut et al., 2014; Van Daele et al., 2015), Alaska (Van Daele et al., 2019), Switzerland (Monecke et al., 2004) and France (Wilhelm et al., 2016). However, the high threshold values (VII-VIII) in some areas of Wörthersee indicate the influence of parameters other than the sedimentation type (hemipelagic vs. alluvial) on the slopes.

Most of the high-threshold sites are situated in the relatively shallow (~40 m) basins of Wörthersee (Fig. 9g). Compared to the low-threshold sites in the deeper parts of Wörthersee, these basins are bordered by shorter slopes, while at the same time comprising a relatively extensive basin flat. The zone of possible sediment deposition after slope failures is thus high compared to the amount of potentially remobilized sediment. This leads to a diluting effect and could explain the absence of macroscopically detectable turbidites in the sedimentary records. Because of its slightly more distal position (Fig. 9g), coring site WOER17-04 is the only coring site in Wörthersee which does not contain traces of the 1348 CE event. There are also areas in the relatively deep westernmost part of Wörthersee which show high EQRTs. The slopes adjacent to these areas were almost completely stripped from their Holocene sediment drape during the 1348 CE event, leading to the exposure of more consolidated Late Glacial sedimentary sequences (Daxer et al., 2020). This reduces the amount of unconsolidated, potentially unstable sediment available for failure during the subsequent events of 1511 CE and 1690 CE and might lead to the high estimated EQRTs there. Furthermore, extensive landsliding (as observed in Wörthersee and Millstätter See during the 1348 CE earthquake) can lead to a complex lake-floor morphology, affecting turbidity current flow-paths and potentially hampering effective transport of sediment to the coring sites located close to the MTDs. This effect is most likely responsible for slightly higher EQRTs in the westernmost part of Wörthersee and the northeastern part of Millstätter See.

The lack of distinctively differing basin morphologies and basin depths in Millstätter See leads to a consistent overall EQRT (~VII), which is higher than the most sensitive sites in Wörthersee (V/3 – VI). This difference might be due to higher slope gradients and hence lower slope sediment accumulation rates. Generally, slope angles above 20° are affected by rather continuous gravitational reworking and therefore little accumulation of slope sediments, as suggested by seismic-stratigraphic analysis in Swiss (Strasser et al., 2011) and Alaskan lakes (Praet et al., 2017). An indicator of this effect in this study is formed by the scarp height of slope failures triggered by the 1348 CE earthquake, which are believed to have initiated near the Holocene-Late Glacial sedimentary boundary (Daxer et al., 2020). Scarp heights in Wörthersee are about 3–4 m, whereas those in Millstätter See are 2–3 m, potentially indicating thinner Holocene slope sequences.
Fig. 10. Spatial imprint of synchronous event deposits for which MTDs were mapped and site-specific earthquake-recording thresholds in Millstätter See. Individual slope failures are denoted by arrows. Grey arrows indicate slope failures that could not be mapped in the bathymetric or seismic data but are inferred from the presence of turbidites in the sediment cores. Except for the event dated to 1958 ± 4 CE, which is related to debris flows, the event deposits of the other four stratigraphic levels are caused by historical earthquakes. (a) Imprint of the debris flows caused by an extreme precipitation event in 1958 (Schwarzl, 1971). Depositional areas are outlined in white. (b) Imprint of the 1690 CE earthquake. (c) Imprint of the 1511 CE earthquake. (d) MTDs and cored megaturbidites caused by the 1348 CE earthquake. (e) Thickness map of the megaturbidite caused by the 1348 CE earthquake, as obtained by seismic-stratigraphic mapping. (f) Imprint of the 1201 CE earthquake. (g) Site-specific earthquake-recording thresholds derived from the presence or absence of sedimentary imprints related to earthquakes. The EQRTs are consistent (VII) throughout the lake.
5.2.2. Size-scaling and possible implementation in the ESI-07 scale
Strong seismic shaking (I > V) can lead to different earthquake environmental effects, e.g. surface ruptures, soil liquefaction, hydrogeological anomalies, tsunamis and gravitational mass movements (Michetti et al., 2007). The Environmental Seismic Intensity Scale (ESI-07; Michetti et al., 2007; Silva et al., 2015) integrates the environmental effects caused by an earthquake to estimate seismic intensities. This is especially useful for prehistorical earthquakes and for historical earthquakes in scarcely populated areas for which only a few damage reports exist. Onshore landslides, for which relationships between seismic shaking strength/magnitude and the number and volume of landslides have been established (Keefer, 1994, 2002), are extensively considered in the ESI-07. Lacustrine slope failures, on the other hand, are only vaguely mentioned. It is stated that subaquatic landslides “may be” triggered from intensity V onwards, become “significant” from VII, and occur “frequently” from VIII. A robust relationship between the strength of shaking and the “size” of subaquatic landslides, however, is not given.

5.2.2.1. Mass-transport deposits. Our data show that the number of mappable mass-transport deposits as well as the MTD volumes per event increase with seismic intensity (Fig. 1a and b) in both lakes, following exponential trends. Slight offsets from an “ideal” trend can be explained by factors discussed in section 5.1, e.g. limited seismic penetration/coverage, or overprinting by subsequent events. The higher number of MTDs and relatively large remobilized sediment volume during the 1857 CE earthquake in comparison with the 1511 and 1690 CE events in Wörthersee, for instance, is likely caused by an underestimation of MTDs triggered by the latter two earthquakes. Indeed, major turbidites in the very west of Wörthersee as well as in the Eastern basin hint at substantial sediment remobilization during 1511 and 1690 CE. However, no MTDs could be mapped in these areas because of the morphological complexity generated by large MTDs during the 1348 CE event.

No size-scaling relationships for MTDs have been proposed yet in the subaqueous realm. One of the reasons for this is that the size and extent of translational failures on sublacustrine sedimentary slopes is rather governed by preconditioning factors instead of the intensity of the triggering mechanism. These factors include slope gradient, the trend of undrained shear strength with depth (Sammartini et al., 2021), geotechnically “weak” layers (Gatter et al., 2021) and frontal/lateral buttressing of slope sediments. Moreover, it must be taken into account that, after a landsliding event, a slope segment needs considerable time to recharge with soft sediments to generate the next translational slope failure. Therefore, for instance in Lake Lucerne, quantitative constraints on ground motion were obtained by basin-wide slope stability evaluations over the depositional history of the slopes (Strasser et al., 2011), but not by comparing the number and volume of MTDs. Despite the influence of several potential preconditioning factors, our Carinthian lake data show the high potential for MTD number and volume as a relative proxy for seismic shaking strength. This means that quantitative MTD paleoseismology is feasible if a very dense grid of high-resolution seismic profiles is acquired and ground-truthed by dated sediment cores.

5.2.2.2. Turbidites. In both Wörthersee and Millstätter See, the number of DAs in which an earthquake is recorded as a turbidite follows a linear trend with intensity. From intensities of VII½ (Millstättersee) or VIII (Wörthersee) onwards, a seismo-turbidite in every depositional area (~ 100%) can be expected. This is in accordance with findings in Chile where a 100% turbidite presence is reached at intensity ~ VII½ (Van Daele et al., 2015), despite the very different seismotectonic and sedimentary settings. To consider variations in turbidite thickness, we summed up the mean turbidite thickness for all DAs and normalized this cumulative turbidite thickness (CCT) to the 1348 CE event (100%). Our data shows that the normalized CCT increases exponentially with seismic intensity, highlighting the outstanding imprint of the 1348 CE earthquake. This is especially apparent in the western basin of Wörthersee, where the 1348 CE megaturbidite leads to a very high CCT and a comparably low $R^2$ of 0.79. In the eastern basin, however, the exponential relationship fits perfectly ($R^2 = 0.99$).

5.3. Implications for (alpine) lake paleoseismology
5.3.1. Sensitivity of lacustrine paleoseismic records
For Alpine lakes, the ESTI (Earthquake sensitivity threshold index) method has been developed to quantify and compare the sensitivity of small lakes to record seismic shaking (Wilhelm et al., 2016). The ESTI is based on the epicentral intensity of earthquakes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age of event (CE ± error)</th>
<th>Corresponding seismic event horizon</th>
<th># of mappable MTDs</th>
<th>MTD Volume (10^3 m^3)</th>
<th>DAs showing turbidites</th>
<th>Turbidites with predominantly lake internal composition</th>
<th>Amalgamated turbidites</th>
<th>Mega-turbidites</th>
<th>Cumulative turbidite thickness (cm)</th>
<th>Attributed historical earthquake</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1976 ± 1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1–2/12</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1976 CE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1853 ± 6</td>
<td>EH-B</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>3/12</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>1857 CE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1704 ± 12</td>
<td>EH-C</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5/12</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>1690 CE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1515 ± 16</td>
<td>EH-D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>5/12</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>1511 CE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1364 ± 22</td>
<td>EH-E</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>5590</td>
<td>12/12</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>173.1</td>
<td>1348 CE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age of event (CE ± error)</th>
<th>Corresponding seismic event horizon</th>
<th># of mappable MTDs</th>
<th>MTD Volume (10^3 m^3)</th>
<th>DAs showing turbidites</th>
<th>Turbidites with predominantly lake internal composition</th>
<th>Amalgamated turbidites</th>
<th>Mega-turbidites</th>
<th>Cumulative turbidite thickness (cm)</th>
<th>Attributed historical earthquake</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1958 ± 4</td>
<td>EH-A</td>
<td>2–4</td>
<td>78.5</td>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1686 ± 8</td>
<td>EH-B</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>4/4</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>81.8</td>
<td>1690 CE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1517 ± 9</td>
<td>EH-C</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>1511 CE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350 ± 10</td>
<td>EH-D</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>8860</td>
<td>4/4</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>648.0</td>
<td>1348 CE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1350–1100</td>
<td>EH-E</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>1201 CE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and their (non-)recording in a lake located at a certain distance from the epicentre. The ESTI is defined as the inverse of the intersection of a threshold line, separating recorded from non-recorded earthquakes, with the intensity axis at 10 km from the lake (Wilhelm et al., 2016). Lakes exhibiting a higher sensitivity to record earthquakes therefore are assigned higher ESTI-values. To aid comparability, we calculated the ESTI values of Wörthersee and Millstätter See using the same sensitivity threshold slope (0.13) as previous authors (Rapuc et al., 2018; Wilhelm et al., 2016, Fig. 12).

For Millstätter See as well as the western and the eastern basin of Wörthersee, the ESTI is rather similar (~0.137 ± 0.14). In the middle basin of Wörthersee, which is characterized by a high EQRT, the ESTI is lower (~0.13).

Based on compilations of lacustrine records from Alpine lakes, it is proposed that sedimentation rate is the main controlling factor for the sensitivity of lake sediments to record seismic shaking (Fig. 12b; Rapuc et al., 2018; Wilhelm et al., 2016). When sedimentation rate increases from ~0.25 mm/yr to ~2 mm/yr, the ESTI increases from ~0.12 to ~0.19 for lakes in different Alpine settings. The ESTI values for all depositional areas in our two studied lakes show that the Wörthersee DAs follow the general trend. This implies that, in addition to the potential influence of slope gradient, slope length and preceding large-scale mass movements (Section 5.2.1), also lake-internal variation in sedimentation rate is a controlling factor on the sensitivity of different depositional areas to record earthquake shaking. However, it should be noted that short-term fluctuations in sedimentation rate, as seen in Wörthersee and Millstätter See, do not influence the likelihood of subaqueous slope failures, because the failure plane typically lies in several metres sediment depth (Daxer et al., 2020; Strasser et al., 2007). This is evidenced by the minor imprint of the 1976 CE earthquake in Wörthersee, which occurred during an interval of relatively high

Fig. 11. Size-scaling relationships of earthquake imprint vs. seismic intensity. (a) Seismic intensity vs. total number of mappable MTDs (in bathymetric data and/or seismic data). The total number of mappable MTDs increases with seismic intensity. (b) Seismic intensity vs. MTD volume. The volume of remobilized sediment increases exponentially with seismic intensity. (c) Seismic intensity vs. relative number of depositional areas in a lake that record an earthquake (cf. Tables 2 and 3). The higher the seismic intensity, the more depositional areas show an earthquake imprint. From intensities ~ VII to VIII, seismic shaking is recorded in all areas. This agrees with findings from Chile (dashed red line; Van Daele et al., 2015). (d) Seismic intensity vs. normalized cumulative turbidite thickness (~ the cumulated mean turbidite thicknesses per depositional area, normalized to the thickness of the AD1348 (mega-)turbidite). Cumulative turbidite thickness increases exponentially with seismic intensity. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
situations where seismo-turbidites result from surficial sediment remobilization (Moernaut et al., 2017; Molenaar et al., 2021) rather than MTDs, however, also short-term fluctuations of sedimentation rate might affect earthquake sensitivity.

In contrast to Wörthersee, the four DAs in Millstätter See are clearly offset from the general Alpine-wide trend (Fig. 12b). Even though the sedimentation rate in Millstätter See is rather high, its sensitivity remains much lower than the expected value. A possible explanation is related to our observational limit for detecting and identifying earthquake-induced turbidites in this lake. It cannot be excluded that relatively weak seismic shaking (V\textsubscript{S} – VI\textsubscript{S}) may have destabilized deltaic slopes and left hemipelagic slopes intact, as the latter are less sensitive to seismic shaking (see section 5.2.1). Such seismo-turbidites with deltaic origin may be mistakenly identified as flood-related turbidites because their lithological composition can be very similar. Accordingly, the real ESTI-value of Millstätter See might be higher and fall closer to the expected trend. An alternative explanation for the outlying ESTI values might be an overestimation of sedimentation rates due to frequent small-scale (<1 mm) flood deposits, which are included in the “event-free” age model. Moreover, the presented sedimentation rates on the compilation of ESTIs concern core sites in the depositional basins, whereas seismically induced turbidity currents initiate on sedimentary slopes. There can be a large discrepancy between basin and slope sedimentation rates, especially when slope gradients are high (>20\textdegree) and the sedimentation is driven by underflows due to high discharge events. This is the case for Millstätter See, where slope accumulation rates might be very low (see Section 5.2.1). Future research should therefore focus also on documenting slope sedimentation rates to better understand earthquake-recording sensitivity of lake records.

5.3.2. The 1201 CE event: application of size-scaling and considerations on epicentral location

For the poorly documented historical 1201 CE earthquake, we apply our inferred size-scaling relationships to obtain an IDP for the location of Millstätter See (Fig. 11). Application of MTD number and MTD volume gives seismic intensities relationships (~VII and ~VII-VII\textsubscript{S}), respectively. This agrees with the values of turbidite-scaling relationships (~VII-VII\textsubscript{S} for relative number of depositional areas and ~VII\textsubscript{S} for normalized cumulative turbidite thickness). The 1348 CE earthquake caused extensive slope failures throughout the lake and therefore potentially led to an underrepresentation of the subsequent events (1511 and 1690 CE) in the sedimentary archive, affecting the derived size-scaling relations. Therefore, we consider the obtained intensity value of VII-VII\textsubscript{S} for the 1201 CE event rather a maximum estimate. It is considerably lower than an IDP value (VII to IX) about 75 km north-east of Millstätter See documented by Alexandre (1990), which would support the proposed epicentre location in that area. However, critical re-examination of historical sources questions the IDP values and relocates these together with the epicentre location about 60 km towards the west (Katschberg region), which is much closer to Millstätter See. Following this idea and considering our IDP value of VII-VII\textsubscript{S} at Millstätter See, this would imply a magnitude of ~6.4 (considering the Austrian IPE; Papi Isaba et al., 2020) for the oldest historically documented earthquake in Austria, which is slightly higher than the magnitude derived by historical seismology (M\textsubscript{L} ~6.1; ZAMG, 2021). For an alternative perspective, we used the ESTI approach (Fig. 12), where we compare the results of applying both epicentral locations. Together with the inferred positive sedimentary evidence at Millstätter See, the assumption of an epicentral intensity of VIII – IX implies that the datapoint must fall left of the threshold line, and thus the lake-to-epicentral distance should be less than 30 km. In
conclusion, both approaches based on the sedimentary archive of Millstätter See supports the epicentral location proposed by ZAMG (2021) close to the Katschberg region (Fig. 1).

6. Conclusions

By integration of multibeam bathymetry, high-resolution seismic reflection profiling and multiple precisely dated sediment cores in Millstätter See and Wörthersee, we tracked the sedimentary imprint of five historically documented earthquakes that affected Carinthia. This imprint consists of multiple coeval MTDs and associated (mega-)turbidites and was mapped in high spatio-temporal resolution throughout the basins. Because the macroseismic intensities of these earthquakes are well documented and the earthquakes are well spaced in time, we were able to i) confidently link sedimentary event deposits with their causative earthquakes and ii) evaluate the lacustrine sedimentary imprint related to different seismic intensities. We present the following conclusions:

- Based on the presence or absence of sedimentary imprints for specific earthquakes, site-specific intensity thresholds can be obtained and can range between VII and VIII. These threshold values can vary depending on the core location as these principally relate to composition, length and gradient of the slopes and the transport distance to the core sites. This implies that multi-threshold paleoseismic records can be obtained by long coring of multiple sites in a single basin. However, previous extensive landslide events (such as in 1348 CE) and their effects on basin morphology and slope sequences may locally influence these threshold values.

- Size-scaling relationships can exist between seismic intensity and i) MTD number, ii) MTD volume, iii) relative turbidite presence and iv) cumulative turbidite thickness. Overall, the best fit was found for exponential regressions, except for a linear fit for the relative turbidite presence. For turbidite records, similar relationships were found in Chilean lakes, whereas this study presents the first scaling relationships related to subaqueous mass-transport deposits.

- As proposed in previous studies, sedimentation rate can be considered a key parameter controlling the recharging and failure sensitivity of sublacustrine slopes. Therefore, it is crucial to document sedimentation rates on slopes instead of the common practice of inferring these from core sites in depositional basins. This is highlighted by the data from the steep-sloped Millstätter See, where contrasting rates were identified and therefore its data did not fit well into an Alpine-wide relation of earthquake-sensitivity of lakes compared to their sedimentation rates.

- Application of the obtained size-scaling relationships and sensitivity evaluations on the poorly documented historical 1201 CE earthquake sheds new light on the earthquake source parameters. In combination with historical documentation, our sedimentary data suggests a magnitude of about 6.4 and an epicentre closer than 30 km to Millstätter See, which would fit to the Katschberg region.
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